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OES and Goldwind Partner to Advance Green Practices in Pakistan's Industrial Sector
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OES and Goldwind have joined forces in a commitment to assist Pakistan's industries in adopting green practices and 
achieving Net Zero goals.
 
We are delighted to announce that OES and Goldwind have signed framework agreement to supply 150 MW of wind 
turbines for the Pakistan’s Industrial Captive market, marking a significant milestone in our commitment to sustainable 
energy solutions.

 Out of this 150 MW, 50 MW + is already in production in Goldwind factories and site construction has started. OES is offering 
complete one window solution which includes wind resource assessment, feasibility study, detailed engineering, supply of 
wind turbine from Goldwind, civil constructional 
works, wind turbine installation, testing and commis-
sioning under Goldwind supervision along with 
electrical & control integration with existing system 
through a state of the art Micro Grid system to have 
different generation sources work together, provide 
smooth operation of the plant and optimization to 
get lower LCOE.
 
Goldwind is world’s largest wind turbine manufactur-
er in the world with a global population of 115 GW+ 
with a market leadership position in Pakistan with 
538 MW in IPP and Captive Market.
 
OES as local company has the biggest portfolio of 
renewable energy (Solar+ Wind), having in house 
capability of complete design, engineering, project 
management, construction, testing and commis-
sioning, backed by OES trade mark after sales 
services!
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OES and INNIO Jenbacher: Setting New Standards with Landmark Genset Replacement Achievement

For a decade, OES has 
proudly partnered with 
Ismail Industries Limit-
ed, becoming Shuangli-
ang Group's foremost 
client for Absorption 
chillers in Pakistan. In 
this enduring collabora-
tion, Ismail Industries 
trusted OES for 16 
successful Absorption 
chiller installations, 
including innovative 
types like Direct Fired 
and Esterified Steam 
Fired.

A key milestone is the 
installation of the first 

Embarking on a journey together, the powerful 
partnership between OES and INNIO  Jenbacher 
has reached new heights of achievement.

The recent accomplishment of our dedicated team 
in achieving the first-ever long block replacement 
activity for Type 4 (JGS420) in Pakistan's southern 
region marks a significant milestone in our collabo-
rative journey. Gas genset block replacement brings 
improved reliability, efficiency, extended lifespan 
and cost effectiveness.

This accomplishment not only reinforces our com-
bined reputation but also establishes a benchmark 
for forthcoming collaborations, positioning INNIO 
as one of the most diverse gas genset options in 
Pakistan. Coupled with the exceptional expertise of 
our trained OES service team, we offer comprehen-
sive services, encompassing not only sales but also 
post-sales support and parts services for Jenbacher 
engines.

OES and Ismail Industries: A Decade of Pioneering Absorption Chiller Installations
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Shuangliang Esterified 
Steam Fired Absorption 
chiller at Ismail Resin 
factory, boasting a 500 
RT cooling capacity. 
With a total capacity of 
5118 RT, Ismail Industries 
leads the industry, 
emphasising their com-
mitment to cutting 
edge cooling solutions. 
This lasting bond not 
only highlights trust in 
OES capabilities but 
also signifies a thriving 
partnership that leaves 
a mark across industrial 
hubs in Pakistan.
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OES Elevates Textile Asia Exhibition with Innovation and Sustainability Showcase
Textile Asia Exhibition wraps up on a high note with OES actively participating in fostering industry connections and show-
casing cutting-edge technologies. The event solidifies Textile Asia's status as a premier platform for the textile industry. 
OES celebrates the dynamic showcase, reaffirming commitment to innovation and sustainability. Cheers to a successful 
event and anticipation for future textile innovations!
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EXHIBITIONS AND AWARENESS PROGRAMS
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In a concerted effort to combat the alarming 
rates of road accidents in Pakistan, OES 
recently collaborated with the National High-
way Authority & Motorway Police for a 
groundbreaking Road Safety Awareness 
Session.

The seminar and workshop, led by the 
NH&MP, provided invaluable insights into 
safer road practices and emphasized the 
urgent need for improved skills and height-
ened awareness.

At OES, we prioritize the well-being of our 
people and believe in fostering a culture of 
continuous improvement through regular 
staff training, seminars and awareness 
sessions , ensuring a safe and conducive 
lifestyle that contributes to the collective 
betterment of society.

OES Partners with National Highway Authority & Motorway Police for Road Safety Awareness Session

In a collaborative effort between OES and 
United Energy Pakistan (UEP), a recent tech-
nical training session proved instrumental. 
Engaged participants from the Maintenance 
Department, including electrical and 
mechanical technicians, supervisors and 
engineers, actively immersed themselves in 
an insightful exploration of Waukesha Gas 
Engines. The training intricately covered 
essential components such as ESM, wiring, 
interface and functionalities encompassing 
speed control, fuel control, ignition system, 
AFR2, ESM2 & HMI overview and myPlant 
remote communication features. Our team 
recently organised a purposeful session 
aimed at bolstering UEP's technical prowess 
and expertise.

OES and United Energy Pakistan Elevate Technical Expertise with Waukesha Gas Engine Training Session
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TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT



Fostering Skilled Workforce: OES and The Hunar Foundation Collaboration

OES Unites Teams in the Spirit of Competition and Collaboration at Orient Super League

NEWSLETTER

OES prioritizes education and technical training to equip 
individuals with vital skills for professional success and 
innovation. Our On-the-Job Training (OJT) plays a crucial 
role in imparting practical, role-specific skills. Collaborating 
with The Hunar Foundation (THF) addresses the educa-
tion-industry gap, nurturing a skilled workforce for Paki-
stan. This dual commitment ensures a powerful synergy, 
fostering a skilled, empowered, and innovative workforce.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

The annual Orient Super League, proudly 
hosted by OES, stands as a powerful testa-
ment to our unity and collective spirit. In this 
thrilling league, teams come together, playing 
side by side, showcasing the true essence of 
teamwork. Beyond the competition, it's about 
learning from each other and growing as a 
united force.
Kudos to everyone involved in making Orient 
Super League a celebration of unity and team-
work!
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